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File #: 18-0828

Status:Type: Contract Agenda Ready

In control: City Council

On agenda: 7/9/2018

Title: Main Street and Lindsay Road Sewer Replacement Project (District 2)

The scope of this project was included in the scope of a previous project that was awarded in May
2017, which included the installation of an 18-inch sewer on Lindsay Road from Main Street to
Broadway Road.  When the work reached the Main Street and Lindsay Road intersection, conflicts
with existing utilities and concrete pavement under the roadway were encountered and the cost to
adjust the new sewer along with the removal of the concrete pavement exceeded the contract amount
and the change order allowance, at which time, the contract was terminated. This project will include
installing a 12-inch and 15-inch sewer pipe on Main Street from east of the Eastern Canal to Lindsay
Road.

Staff recommends awarding the contract for this project to the lowest, responsible bidder, Achen-
Gardner Construction, LLC, in the amount of $1,758,772.50, and authorize a change order allowance
in the amount of $175,877.25 (10%), for a total amount of $1,934,649.75.  This project is funded by
2014 authorized Wastewater bonds.
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Main Street and Lindsay Road Sewer Replacement Project (District 2)

The scope of this project was included in the scope of a previous project that was awarded in May
2017, which included the installation of an 18-inch sewer on Lindsay Road from Main Street to
Broadway Road.  When the work reached the Main Street and Lindsay Road intersection, conflicts
with existing utilities and concrete pavement under the roadway were encountered and the cost to
adjust the new sewer along with the removal of the concrete pavement exceeded the contract
amount and the change order allowance, at which time, the contract was terminated. This project will
include installing a 12-inch and 15-inch sewer pipe on Main Street from east of the Eastern Canal to
Lindsay Road.

Staff recommends awarding the contract for this project to the lowest, responsible bidder, Achen-
Gardner Construction, LLC, in the amount of $1,758,772.50, and authorize a change order allowance
in the amount of $175,877.25 (10%), for a total amount of $1,934,649.75.  This project is funded by
2014 authorized Wastewater bonds.
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